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Wakefield Public Schools Technology Strategic Plan 2014-2015 Vision Wakefield Public Schools considers classroom technology to be an essential, imperative part of a dynamic learning experience for all our students. We are committed to having students use technology to acquire information, build and assimilate knowledge, and communicate their understanding to prepare them for the future. Our teachers will successfully integrate technology into all aspects of curriculum. This will free teachers to create individualized learning structures and differentiate instruction for their students. Executive Summary The Wakefield Public Schools, like most public school systems, has struggled for many years to provide appropriate technology to teachers and students. The issues have been complex and include: attempting to hit a moving target of what is new and current in technology, large sums of capital needed to fund the correct network infrastructure, and end user device and support needs for a staff of 400 and 3,500 students. For many years, the IT Department was in a firefighting mode where it couldn’t get far enough down the pile of work to know what needed to be done next. Through reorganization, and some key hires over the past few years, the department is uniquely poised to think strategically and plan for the future rather than react to the present. The Council began with measuring our performance against the Massachusetts Education Technology Advisory Council's (ETAC's) School Technology and Readiness Chart (STaR Chart) and determining our current gaps. We also reviewed numerous other districts' approaches to technology strategic planning. The District Technology Council has evaluated Wakefield's performance against these key facets, and also pulled in other components of plans from successful districts. In each of the areas where requirements emerged, the Council developed action items to move the District forward. The District wants to be forward thinking with regard to all facets of Technology, and we want to see technology become so well-integrated in



WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 classrooms that technology will no longer be the focus of the conversation. Instead, we can talk about innovation and better learning. The District has gone through a great deal of growth in technology over the past two years and is poised to make a quantum leap in the next year. To allow the District to adjust to ongoing changes in technology, and be nimble and adaptable to future changes, this plan has a two year timeline. This two year plan sets a path forward for the near term, while empowering the new leadership from the Superintendent and a Technology Director to craft a longer-term vision for the District. It is the expectation that the next version of the Technology Strategic Plan would coincide with the future District strategy.
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 The graphic below shows essential elements of a strong district technology program:



1. Vision 9. Digital Curriculum/ Texts



2. Funding



3. Network/ Wireless/ Bandwidth



8. Digital Workflow Model District



7. Tech PD for Teachers



4.Collaboration Platform



6. Devices for Staff and Students



5. Fully Staffed IT Dept
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 A self-evaluation of our current state in these key areas shows that we have many areas that we still need to develop. The overall goal is to have all areas green! Legend:  Green=Performing at the desired level  Yellow= Some progress, but more work needed  Red= Severely lacking, not started yet



1. Vision 9. Digital Curriculum/ Texts



2. Funding



8. Digital Workflow Wakefield IT Dec 2013



7. Tech PD for Teachers



3.Network/ Wireless/ Bandwidth



4.Collaboration Platform



6. Devices for Staff and Students



5. Fully Staffed IT Dept
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 Essential Elements 1-9 Detailed Status and Plan 1. VisionThe Technology Strategic Plan embodies the vision for the role of technology in Wakefield Public Schools moving forward. It has been set by the District Technology Council with a solidly written District Technology Plan in December of 2013. Historically, the District’s Technology Strategic Plan was written by a member of the Technology Department in order to meet a state requirement. The Plan development did not include a stakeholder process, nor did it set a strategic direction for the role of technology in the District. The plan that resulted really had no actionable items, but merely fulfilled a state requirement. This plan has the actionable steps needed to move the District to green in all key areas if the necessary resources and support are brought to bear. 2. FundingThe District has invested heavily in IT over the past few years. Below are the major projects completed and the funding sources and project totals. Jan Replaced core switches at all Town Capital $280,000 2012 schools Feb Deployed 90 Desktop PC’s in Town Capital $50,000 2012 Galvin Middle School Operating Budget $25,000 Aug Rebuilt school network at all Operating Budget $97,222 2012 schools, including new servers and AD Sept Purchased 266 laptops for Town Capital $150,950 2012 teaching staff at 5 schools (5yr lease-30K annual) Jan Ensured every classroom has a Operating Budget $63,000 2013 projector Aug Established a wireless network Town Capital $110,000 2013 in all schools but Galvin
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 Successful districts have found that by having a dedicated technology line item in their operating budgets ensures their districts remain current with technology by supporting end user devices purchases/refreshes and other essential classroom equipment. Similarly sized districts dedicate up to $300,000 annually to their technology operating expense budget for device purchases. (This number is in addition to IT salaries and fixed costs) It is the recommendation of the District Technology Council that the District’s technology operating budget be increased to adequately fund the replacement of devices for staff and students over time. The District would continue to rely on the Capital Committee for replacement of network infrastructure and other hardware. To facilitate future budget discussions, a high level inventory of all existing hardware has been compiled along with recommended replacement cycles (see Appendix A). This should be the basis for future operating budget. In the 2015-2016 Budget Cycle we would expect to see a budget line for staff and student devices that is funded through the school operating budget. A second recommendation from the District Technology Council is that a 3 year replacement plan for teacher and student laptops and tablet devices be established. Previously, laptops were replaced every five years, but the committee feels this is simply too long for a laptop or tablet device. Three years is the industry standard and will allow the District to keep pace with the ever-changing technology landscape. While laptops should be refreshed every three years, we feel that a five year replacement for desktop PC’s utilized mostly in student labs is adequate. A third recommendation of the Council is that a Districtwide Technology Innovation Fund be further explored and established. This concept has been discussed by many stakeholder groups, including the Superintendent’s PTO Advisory Committee, the Wakefield Education Foundation and the District Technology Council. However, nothing has been formalized and individual school fundraising for Technology is still a gray area. Our main concern is equity for all our students throughout the district. By establishing a District 6



WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 Wide Innovation fund, we would be able to make large scale purchases to help all students. Examples of how we would envision the fund being used includes: funding for new technologies like robots and 3D Printing or software packages that could improve student learning. 3. Network & Wireless & BandwidthDue to the large capital investments in the network and wireless installation at all schools, the District is in great shape in this area, which is why it is currently green. In the past year the District has increased its Internet Bandwidth from 50 Mbps to 100 Mbps. Bandwidth is provided through a split connection, 75 Mbps of which feeds into Wakefield High School and 25 Mbps of which is provided by a failover connection at the Dolbeare Elementary School. As the new Galvin comes online in the fall of 2014, and the High School moves to Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) school-wide, additional bandwidth will need to be added. It is also expected that demand will continue to increase over time as the use of devices in the classroom increases district-wide. Bandwidth usage will be monitored quarterly, and will be increased to meet the demands of the District. Bandwidth is funded through the School's operating budget and through our E-rate reimbursement. The Technology Director will ensure bandwidth is budgeted for annually and the E-rate reimbursement is applied for. 4. Collaboration PlatformTo fully utilize the tools of 21st Century Learning a District needs a solid collaboration platform for staff and students. In 2012 the District moved to Google Apps for Education. All staff and students were setup with a school Google Account. Since that time, staff and students have been using Google for email and have used the collaborative pieces, like Drive, Forms, Sites, and Blogs. We highly encourage this use and will look to increase users' proficiency with all the collaboration tools. This will be addressed further in
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 Sections 8 & 9: Digital Workflow and Digital Texts & Curriculum respectively. Another vital component of collaboration within the District is the partnership with parents. The District is in the process of strengthening communication with parents using two tools, one for emergency notification and one for student information. The emergency notification tool, School Messenger, will be fully deployed in Dec 2013. This tool will allow swift emergency communication through multiple means, phone, email and text. The social media component will also be enabled, allowing a message to be pushed out through various channels simultaneously, e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and the District webpage. The second tool being deployed to all parents is iParent, which is a component of the student information system (iPass), iParent allows parents to view information about their student and keep their contact information current, e.g., cell phone numbers and email addresses. We also anticipate a significant decrease in the amount of paperwork related tasks; i.e.: emergency contact cards, data verification sheets at the beginning of the school year for our returning parents and staff.
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 5. Fully Staffed IT Department Current staff in the IT Department is reflected in this diagram.



Technology Director



Network & Data Manager



Master Technician



WHS Technology Connection



Building Based Support (.1 FTE)



Under this staffing model, there are some gaps between what the staff and students of the district need and what the current team can provide. This staffing model was built at a time when the IT Department was operating in mainly a “Break/Fix” mode. As we move forward in technology, the District should expand the scope of the IT Department to include additional functions that are currently either unstaffed or inconsistently staffed across the District. This new department could be called the Information, Communication, and Technology Services Department (ICTS). In addition to leveraging existing staffing, the proposed department would need to add staffing in key areas, most notably library media, communications, and technology integration. Below is a possible organizational chart for the proposed ICTS. Details on each new proposed area are also discussed below.
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 Roles and Responsibilities Chart is attached as Appendix B Technology Director



Technology Teachers



Network/Data Manager



Master Technician



WHS Technology Connection



Building Based Support Personnel



Communications Coordinator (.5)



Media Specialists



Audio Visual Teachers



Galvin Technology Connection



Legend



Blue = Current staffed position, no anticipated changes Gold = Phase out if media specialists and Galvin Technology Connection positions are created Red = New positions to be added Green = Positions exist within the District; roll into new ICTS Department to better coordinate on integration and learning



Media Specialists The school libraries throughout the District are under staffed, are or not staffed at all, and our library functions are not centrally managed. Additionally, the current configuration and use of the libraries is not optimized to support 21st Century learning. An effort should be made to change the schools libraries from traditional libraries to “Learning Commons”. Learning commons are full-service learning, research, and project spaces that are staffed with School Media specialists. The job of a Media Specialist would be to instruct students in 21st Century skills for accessing, evaluating and using information. The school Media specialist 10



WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 would work collaboratively with teachers to plan creative, innovative units and lessons to integrate the skills taught in the Learning Commons with the work in the classroom. They would also assist with the professional development in the school related to technology. Media Specialists would enhance use of innovative pedagogy and technology for staff members. In summary, the School Media specialist would be school leaders who participate in curriculum development, technology integration, and literacy initiatives. Communications Coordinator One area for improvement in the District is communication. Challenges regarding communication are a common theme in parent survey responses and other forums. Adding a part-time (.5) Communications Coordinator for the District would provide additional staffing needed to address this deficiency and provide a cohesive approach to communication. Currently communication functions are split over many different personnel and many different platforms. As the District looks to comprehensively overhaul its approach to communication under the leadership of the new Superintendent, a communication plan should be developed to define a clear path forward. The communications plan would highlight the distribution channels (e.g., the District website, Facebook, Twitter, the SIS) and how best to utilize these channels to inform parents and students. The Communication Coordinator would implement the plan and act as the point person for managing communication platforms and messaging to all the Districts stakeholders. Galvin Technology Connection The WHS Technology Connection Program, implemented in the 2013-2014 school year, has been a phenomenal success. Among the Program's achievements is the successful pilot of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) for over 400 students at WHS. It has also greatly improved the technology support to WHS Faculty with one on one training sessions and after school Professional Development. We would like to see this program expanded to the Galvin Middle School to facilitate the opening of the school as a one to one building. The program would be supported by the current Technology 11



WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 Teachers on staff at the Galvin. However, to be true facilitators of the program, their day-to-day roles and responsibilities would need to be adjusted. As technology is better integrated into classroom settings, the need for traditional technology units will diminish. Digital Media Teachers Our District has many outstanding Digital Media Teachers, so including them under the new ICTS Department does not involve hiring additional staff, but instead allows for better coordination among the current staff. We look to them to be able to deliver new technologies to our students like 3D Printing and Robotics. The overall reporting structure of the Digital Media teachers and Technology Teachers would have to be defined by the Superintendent, the Building Principals, and the Technology Director. An Information, Communication, and Technology Services Department that had all of the key players working together would foster better use of key resources, allow for a more open exchange of information and resources, and ensure the highest level of teaching and learning. Bringing communication into greater focus would not only highlight the incredible things students and teachers are doing but would help to better inform parents and foster more engagement in learning beyond the classroom. 6. Devices for Staff and Students In the 2013-2014 school year, we are still a “device poor” district when we consider the number of devices we have available to our students. Students' use of devices is largely relegated to technology class, the library, or in media arts classes. The vision for the use of technology in learning for students is that it should be a utility that is seamlessly integrated into their work and workflow. Appendix C, is an excerpt from the WPS Dec 2013 submission of the Technology Readiness Tool Report to the State of Massachusetts that is the number used for our student device count.
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 Staff Devices In the fall of 2012, we deployed 266 laptops to our staff in five buildings. The Woodville School was not part of that upgrade due to the age of the existing devices. The new Galvin Middle School IT acquisition will include new laptops for the Galvin teachers. The recently purchased laptops from the Galvin will replace the Woodville teacher laptops. We will need to continue to upgrade and replace staff machines in accordance with the replacement plan in Appendix A. Tech Council recommendation (from Section 2: Funding) is worth restating in this section. A three year replacement plan for teacher and student laptops and tablet devices should be established. Student Devices True 21st Century learning requires students to have a device available to them throughout the day. Due to the expense associated with moving to “one to one”, a phased approach is being taken. Over the course of the next two years secondary education in Wakefield will move to one device per student. The Plan also lays out a strategy for phasing in one-to-one in grades 3 and 4. For grades K through 2nd, students will have access to devices through library media labs and technology classes as they do now, but it is not part of this two year plan to move to one-to-one at those grade levels at this time. In summary, our District would be a one-to-one district for grades 4-12 in 2014 and grades 3-12 in 2015. One to One Grades Device Funding 9-12 BYOD 5-8 Galvin Build 4 Capital 2014 3 Capital 2015  Please see Appendix D for a detailed device plans by grade level. 13



WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 7. Tech PD for Teachers Educator Preparation and Development Wakefield Public Schools is committed to providing teachers with the necessary training and consistent support required to successfully implement technology. Teachers will be provided with significant opportunities to learn about and share ideas related to many topics in educational technology. Teachers will learn to challenge their students with engaging instructional practices built on a foundation of technology tools. Annual, online pre- and post- surveys will be administered by the Technology Director to determine technology proficiencies of all staff members. Training and support will be provided to help improve district teacher technology competencies, with the training and development stemming from the specific needs identified through surveys and directly by staff. Technology trainings must be a regular part of district in-service as well as through Wakefield University. Offerings should be provided for both teachers and administrators. Lastly, the WHS and (proposed) Galvin Technology Connection should be used to help build core competencies and provide application support to staff. Known opportunities for professional development include:  Training on best practices for utilizing various technology hardware such as document cameras, interactive whiteboards, and projectors in the student centered classroom. st  Training in instructional strategies to support the 21 century learning environments that include laptops, mobile devices, and other high access settings.  Training in strategies to use technology effectively in the curriculum to promote communication, collaboration, and creativity.  WHS Connection student-led ‘field trip’ workshops.  Training in cyber-bullying, cyber-safety and responsible celebration of student digital projects.  Training in differentiation through technology, especially mobile devices.  Emphasizing digital storytelling to promote innovative communication of knowledge.
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 It is recommended that each teacher be given a minimum of ten hours of dedicated, self-paced and or embedded training annually with regard to technology. It is preferred that a minimum of three hours of training occur before the start of the school year and the rest be scheduled throughout the school year so teachers are consistently improving their technology skills. Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced levels would be offered so that teachers at all levels would find the training beneficial. These would be PDP courses. Optional courses would be provided as well, through the teacher led Wakefield University. Leadership of Principals, Teacher Leaders, Technology Teachers, Media specialists, and District Administrators The role of leaders in advancing the use of technology in teaching and learning include: • helping to develop a school culture that expects all teachers to use technology; • setting an expectation that all staff use technology appropriately and effectively; • recognizing and promoting exemplary use of technology in instruction; and • providing coaching, mentoring, exemplary modeling, all sourced from the learning community, to encourage all staff to be technologically proficient. Teachers should be encouraged to identify opportunities for piloting new technologies and creating model classrooms. Teachers will endeavor to integrate evolving technologies that transform the teaching process by allowing for greater levels of access, interest, inquiry, analysis, collaboration, creativity, and content production. Teacher leaders will incorporate studentcentered learning activities in the middle and high school levels. 8. Digital Workflow In order to “work smarter, not harder” the District must shift teachers and office staff from paper-based, labor intensive processing to electronic processing using collaboration tools. A few examples of current paper-based processing where great gains in efficiency could be made by shifting to electronic processing 15



WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 include: student homework submission, test taking, parent submission of administrative paperwork, and data collection for various assessments within schools. In a Digital Classroom we would expect to see all of these things done between the teacher and the students using various tools:       



Communication Organization Distribution Collaboration Collection Feedback Assessment



Our District needs to analyze the needs of teachers, students and staff and design a process for electronic workflows that meet the needs all stakeholders. Once the gathering of requirements is completed, a review of available applications and platforms could be carried out and a solution tailored to best meet the needs of the different stakeholders. Applications such as Hapara Teacher Dashboard for Google leverage the Google Collaboration Platform while providing streamlined, intuitive user interfaces. This effort should also be carried out in concert with the evaluation of student information systems so the systems work in coordination without duplication. WPS also needs to evaluate current Student Information System that is used for student data including classroom assignment, grades, discipline, attendance and health information. There may be better software packages on the market that would meet the needs of the staff and students and help us achieve a true digital workflow. Moving to a new Student Information System would be a massive project for the district and one that must be carefully researched and thoughtfully chosen to ensure it will meet the needs of all stakeholders. The Technology Council’s largest concern is that the implementation of any tool is successful due to proper end user training and personnel to act as school based “super users”. Our District does not currently have a staff member at each school that is poised to 16



WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 become the “super user”. However, the proposed staffing changes for the IT Department outlined in Section 5-Fully Staffed IT Department, would address this current void. At the High School and Middle School, use of the new SIS would be supported by the Technology Connection as Level 1 support, with the Media specialist providing Level 2 support for more complex issues. At the Elementary Schools, the Media specialist would provide staff support for the new SIS. Every day functions, such as note taking, can also benefit to moving to electronic formats. One example is note taking. As the Galvin moves to one-to-one devices, the need for students to maintain separate three ring binders for each subject area could be replaced by electronic notebooks. A review of foundational applications beyond the Google suite needs to be done. One focus of that review should be on digital workflows. At present the District has begun to utilize the digital workflow in our district offices for many different tasks, including telephone logs, technology ticketing systems, and innovation portals. We even conducted a massive community survey using Google Forms. The District will aggressively seek out additional opportunities to improve back office processes to free up staff time to focus on value added tasks. 9. Digital Curriculum/Texts Our District will move from outdated textbooks to a Digital Curriculum and Electronic Texts. We have not rushed to do so to this point because we have not had student devices available. We also have been waiting for the digital publication world to come up with innovative digital texts that don't simply digitize an existing text. We want a digital textbook that allows students to use interactive maps, click on preloaded videos that add value to the topic, and allow teachers to use prebuilt online testing and assessments. We also need these “Digital Textbooks” to be competitively priced to make them worth the investment compared to traditional textbooks. The choices available are currently limited by subject, and are not attractively priced. The Technology Department will continue to monitor digital textbook development and evaluate products as they come online. We will also develop our teachers while we wait, so that when the right product is available our teachers are ready to use it. We also will look for tools
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WPS Technology Strategic Plan 2014 that will allow teachers to create their own digital texts using a wide variety of resources that support the existing curriculum. With regard to our District curriculum we have spent a great deal of time and effort mapping out our curriculum utilizing the Atlas tool. We will closely watch the activities of the Massachusetts Department of Education to determine if the new Edwin system will have a suitable component to replace our Atlas tool. We will also look for methods to bring the good work that was done over the years in Atlas and weave it into other tools (like Google Calendar) that our teachers already use daily. The District is beginning to discuss the idea of a curriculum review. As this moves forward, technology integration should be a central part of the curriculum review. The use of technology to improve teaching and student learning should be central to the curriculum review. The curriculum review process should include a review of the best practices for the use of technology specific to each curricular area. A beneficial outcome from the curriculum review would be specific recommendations for technologies. The Technology Department should support the review process and be a part of the review. Another outcome of our District curriculum review that our Technology Council would like to see an emphasis on adding STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) courses and enrichment activities K-12. Specific examples could include coding classes, robotics clubs, additional computer science courses and expanding the Science Olympiad Competition from the Middle School to the High School.
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